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 Sketches by Boz,
 "So Frail a Machine"

 SEL 48, 4 (Autumn 2008): 801-812 801
 ISSN 0039-3657

 DANIELLE CORIALE

 Charles Dickens's first major volume literary publication,
 Sketches by Boz (1836), presents readers with a startling as-
 semblage of tales and vignettes that can best be described as a
 montage. When taken together, the fifty-six sketches originally
 written for different newspapers and popular periodicals form a
 mixed or heterogeneous work, a remarkable hybrid that com-
 bines journalistic reportage with excessive sentiment and pathos,
 places elaborate illustrations alongside corresponding text, and
 embeds static scenes among fluid, narrative passages.1 What is
 to be made of a text so radically hybrid that its only unifying force
 is Boz, the pen name of the author who created it and bound it
 together? How might the Sketches work as a testing ground for
 the promises or risks that hybridity presented in the literary
 landscape of the 1830s and in the scope of Dickens's career? The
 answers to these questions lie within Boz's writings, not only in
 particular sketches, but across the history of the book's composi-
 tion. Through an analysis of the earliest editions of the book and
 of certain sketches that appear in the "Scenes" section of later
 editions, I shall argue that Dickens sensed the risks that inhered
 in the book's hybridity, and worried that the formal integrity he
 labored to impose on the sketches would unravel into mere illu-
 sion before a discerning literary audience.

 Dickens began composing his sketches of London life during
 the early 1830s, inspired perhaps by Washington Irving's Sketch-
 Book of Geoffrey Crayon (1820), a miscellany that was well-known
 and generally well-received by British readers who otherwise
 disdained the incipient American literary tradition.2 But unlike
 Irving, who completed the sketchbook for publication as a single

 Danielle Coriale is a visiting assistant professor of English at the College
 of the Holy Cross.
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 802 Sketches by Boz

 work, Dickens wrote and published his sketches separately,
 and in most cases, to "meet the exigencies of a Newspaper or a
 Magazine."3 The majority of the fifty-six sketches that appear in
 the 1839 edition of Sketches by Boz were originally published
 individually in popular newspapers and periodicals, including
 the Morning Chronicle, Evening Chronicle, Monthly Magazine, and
 Bells Life in London, from 1833 to 1836.4 Though dispersed across
 these different newspapers and magazines, the sketches intrigued
 early readers and garnered a sizable readership before they ever
 appeared in book form. According to Paul Schlicke, in his recent
 and comprehensive study of the work's early reception, many of
 the individual sketches were reprinted in approximately 140 dif-
 ferent locations prior to appearing in book form, a distribution so
 wide that that the potential readership of these individual pieces
 more than doubled.5

 Although the extensive reprinting of the individual sketches
 prepared the way for Dickens's popularity, it cast a shadow on the
 literary value of his writing. As one reviewer remarked in 1837,
 "He chose, perhaps, the worst possible medium for making his
 entree - the columns of the newspaper!"6 Dickens realized that
 transforming his writing from journalism to literature required
 moving from newspaper to book form, and so too did the literary
 critics of his day. It was indeed the re-publication of his dispa-
 rate writings as a single, illustrated work - Sketches by Boz - that
 finally sparked Dickens's literary celebrity and earned him high
 praise among London's literary circles. The earliest version of
 Sketches by Boz was published by John Macrone in two series:
 the first as a two-volume set in February 1836, just a month
 before the publication of the first number of The Pickwick Papers
 (1836-37), and the second series as a single volume in December
 1836. Reviewers smothered the first series with such praise that
 John Forster would later remark that "The Sketches were much
 more talked about than the first two or three numbers of Pick-

 wick^7 But Pickwick had a distinct advantage over Sketches by
 Boz in that it would slowly transform from a collection of "papers"
 to a protonovelistic form over the course of its serial publication.
 The Sketches, however, would remain a stubbornly disjointed col-
 lection of journalistic pieces that never fully cohered or formed a
 larger narrative structure.8 The formal hybridity of the Sketches
 prevented any evolution into the densely interwoven narrative form
 that Dickens came to privilege over the course of his career. The
 original sources and intended audiences of each isolated sketch
 were so varied that the work as a whole would remain an uneasy
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 Danielle Coriale 803

 amalgam of short tales steeped in pathos, and more disjointed,
 plotless sketches that used journalistic conventions to describe
 London's prisons, secondhand-clothing stores, private theaters,
 courthouses, gin shops, street corners, pawnshops, fairgrounds,
 pleasure gardens, and hackney-coach stands. This miscellany de-
 fied any movement toward a linear, narrative progression, despite
 Dickens's efforts to impose a narrative design.
 Dickens expressed his anxieties about the prospect of launch-

 ing his literary career with a radically hybrid text that resisted
 narrative design. In the preface that appeared in the first series
 of Sketches by Boz (February 1836), for example, he likens its
 publication to the ascent of a hot-air balloon: "In humble imitation
 of a prudent course, universally adopted by aeronauts, the Author
 of these volumes throws them up as his pilot balloon, trusting it
 may catch favorable current, and devoutly and earnestly hoping
 it may go off well . . . Unlike the generality of pilot balloons which
 cany no car, in this one it is very possible for a man to embark, not
 only himself, but all his hopes of future fame, and all his chances
 of future success."9 Ostensibly at least, these opening lines exude
 earnest confidence and optimism. The author of the Sketches
 likens himself to the bold and adventurous aeronaut embarking
 on an ascent, a scene widely familiar to Londoners and readers of
 the periodical press. Detailed coverage of balloon flights appeared
 regularly in The Times, the Morning Chronicle (which featured
 many of Boz's sketches), and other daily newspapers throughout
 the 1830s, reporting dangerous landings, rumors of a balloon's
 course and destination, and even the contents of hand-written
 notes tossed down by the passengers. 10 By figuring the first edition
 of Sketches by Boz as a hot-air balloon, Dickens tapped into the
 journalistic frenzy over the dramatic ascents of the 1830s. But
 his choice of metaphor also suggests an awareness of the risks
 he incurred by launching his literary career with a collection of
 dangerously heterogeneous writings. Ballooning was still a very
 risky endeavor during the 1830s, as speed, direction, and altitude
 were notoriously unpredictable.11 The metaphor thus allows him
 to stress that authors and aeronauts shared a deep sense of un-
 certainty in their risky journeys toward the unknown.

 Dickens pushes the balloon metaphor even further when, a few
 lines later in the preface, he makes the surprisingly candid admis-
 sion that he is nervous and even fearful of "making so perilous a
 voyage in so frail a machine."12 This striking characterization of
 the first series of Sketches by Boz suggests that Dickens conceived
 of his flagship publication as an array of disparate pieces dashed
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 804 Sketches by Boz

 together, a contraption on the verge of falling apart, a hybrid text
 derived from such diverse sources that it did not cohere as a single
 work. As peremptorily defeatist as his figuration of the book might
 seem, Dickens's concerns were not necessarily unfounded. While
 the first series was generally well-received, at least one review,
 which appeared in the Atlas immediately after the publication
 of that series, remarked that the sketches "seem to have been

 written in haste, and to want concentration and design/'13 Dick-
 ens would express a similar sentiment when he reevaluated the
 Sketches in his preface to the 1850 cheap edition of the book,
 reminding his faithful readers that the sketches represent his
 "first attempts at authorship," and noting that he is aware of their
 "being extremely crude and ill-considered, and bearing obvious
 marks of haste and inexperience."14 By the time Dickens made
 these comments, he was accustomed to the meticulous plotting
 and impeccable design that his multiplot novels required, which
 of course presented new kinds of formal complexity. As Peter K.
 Garrett has observed, "To multiply plots is to divide the fictional
 world, to disrupt the continuity of each line in order to shift from
 one to another, to disperse the reader's attention."15 The formal
 complexity of the multiplot novel seemed a preferable burden,
 however, to the formal hybridity that erupted uncontrollably in
 Sketches by Boz.

 Even while composing some of the earlier sketches, Dickens
 had begun to think that his writings should be carefully plot-
 ted and well-designed. Many of the sketches thus thematically
 address the question of formal integrity, particularly those that
 examine London's theaters and popular entertainments. In "Ast-
 ley's" and "Private Theatres," for example, Boz probes theatrical
 productions and circus performances, focusing his attention on
 the cracks and ruptures they reveal. In "Private Theatres," Boz
 takes his readers into the "little narrow passages beneath the
 stage," which, he explains, "are neither especially clean nor too
 brilliantly lighted."16 Once underneath the stage, where it is dark,
 dirty, and saturated by a "damp mildewy smell," he warns his
 readers not to trip over the "plate-basket," which will become the
 witches' caldron in the soon-to-begin production of Macbeth.17 He
 then points out the "three uncouth-looking figures . . . who are
 drinking gin-and-water out of a pint pot," and explains that they
 will perform the all-important part of the witches in the opening
 scene of the play.18 Behind the scenes of this private theater, we
 see Macbeth from the inside out, stripped of the theatrical value
 that stage lights confer, and devoid of the alchemy that transforms
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 Danielle Coriale 805

 ordinary plate baskets into steaming caldrons, and disaffected
 gin drinkers into prophetic witches.
 In "Private Theatres," Dickens exposes the artificiality of the

 theater, and simultaneously situates his own writing as a way of
 seeing what transpires behind the scenes, offering a vision of what
 is usually imperceptible to the audience. The sketch ends with
 Boz's transcription of the stage directions given to the actors just
 before the curtain rises on the performance of Macbeth: "'Places,
 places. Now then, Witches - Duncan - Malcolm - bleeding
 officer - where's the bleeding officer? . . . Get ready, then; now,
 White, ring the second music-bell/"19 After these reports of the
 conversation going on behind the curtain, the sketch cuts im-
 mediately to another of Boz's keen observations: "The actors who
 are not to be discovered place themselves, in their anxiety to peep
 at the house, just where the whole audience can see them. The
 bell rings, and the orchestra, in acknowledgement of the call, play
 three distinct chords. The bell rings - the tragedy (!) opens - and
 our description closes."20 The sketch ends where the play begins,
 having done the work of showing readers where the theatrical
 production breaks down and reality pierces through the veneer.
 "Private Theatres" shows that, at times, the theater may rupture
 its own seams and that it can do so without any awareness of
 such a rupture. Boz is quick to mention that the actors, so intent
 on gazing upon the audience, have revealed themselves to that
 audience and unwittingly broken the fourth wall.

 By having Boz take readers behind the scenes of the popular
 theater, Dickens makes his sketches appear relatively stable and
 reliably mimetic by contrast. In "Astley's," we witness a similar,
 if more exaggerated phenomenon, when Boz moves outside the
 circus to inspect a crop of amateur performers who "hang around
 the stage-doors of our minor theatres in the daytime."21 While
 examining this group, he focuses on "two or three dirty shabby-
 genteel men in checked neckerchiefs, and sallow linen, lounging
 about, and carrying, perhaps, under one arm, a pair of stage shoes
 badly wrapped in a piece of old newspaper."22 His description of
 the dirty and ragged condition of these men suggests that this
 sketch, like "Seven Dials," "Meditations in Monmouth-street," and
 others, presents a mini-ethnography of London's working-class
 communities. But the following lines expose the impostors of the
 circus, as Boz recalls the first time he realized that "the beings of
 light and elegance, in milk-white tunics, salmon-coloured legs,
 and blue scarfs, who flitted on sleek cream-coloured horses before
 our eyes at night, with all the aid of lights, music, and artificial
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 806 Sketches by Boz

 flowers, could be the pale, dissipated-looking creatures we beheld
 by day/'23 By denouncing such artificiality, "Astley's" indirectly
 claims for the sketch the status of mimetic art. Unlike the per-
 formances in which these men participate, Dickens's sketch can
 produce the strong tension between the "badly wrapped" shoes
 and the "cream-coloured horses," between "checked neckerchiefs"

 and "blue scarfs," and finally, between "sallow linen" and "milk-
 white tunics." It is Boz's reliance on a residually journalistic, yet
 highly aestheticized, meditative form that allows him to claim that
 a faithful description of these actors can proffer insights into the
 tension between illusion and reality. While theater and circus
 must rely on lights, music, artificial flowers, and plate baskets,
 and are prone to reveal their own constructedness, the sketch
 conceals its own artificiality in ways that other art forms cannot.
 For the sketch, according to the logic of "Astley's" and "Private
 Theatres," is the stuff of "threadbare attire" and "the comparatively
 un-wadded costume of every-day life."24

 By the time Dickens had written and published "Astley's"
 in the Evening Chronicle in May 1835, and "Private Theatres" in
 August of the same year, he had already begun to move away
 from the cruder tales he had written during the early 1830s and
 published in the Monthly Magazine. It seems that while writing
 the plotless, observational sketches devoted to London's theaters
 and popular entertainments, he was thinking of the sketches as
 something beyond all forms of artifice, almost proto-anthropolog-
 ical at times. His sketches, however, were not to be interrupted
 or self-disrupted as was the case with circus performances or
 theatrical representations (as Dickens conceived them); rather,
 the sketches had to appear seamless and whole, not sutured
 together. Dickens's description of his first book as a "frail ma-
 chine" thus speaks to his anxiety about the prospects of a text
 that lacked the structural integrity he had developed in Pickwick
 throughout 1836. On 26 October of that same year, Boz would
 publish "Vauxhall-gardens by Day" in the Morning Chronicle, the
 final sketch to be originally published in a newspaper and later
 incorporated into Sketches by Boz.25 This sketch, which draws
 together Dickens's former meditations on the themes of artifice
 and illusion, returns to the metaphor of the ascending balloon to
 offer one final commentary on the frail machine in which he had
 placed "not only himself, but all his hopes of future fame, and all
 his chances of future success."

 "Vauxhall-gardens by Day" describes the public clamor over
 the opening of Vauxhall during daylight hours. 'There was a time,"
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 Boz writes, "when if a man ventured to wonder how Vauxhall-

 gardens would look by day, he was hailed with a shout of derision
 at the absurdity of the idea. Vauxhall by daylight! A porter-pot
 without porter, the House of Commons without the Speaker, a
 gas-lamp without the gas - pooh, nonsense, the thing was not to
 be thought of."26 The mystery that shrouded the garden during
 the day was a continual source of pleasure for those who knew it
 only by gaslight and enjoyed not knowing what actually happened
 there. The darkness bestowed a sense of mystery on the perfor-
 mances staged for the benefit of casual observers who wandered
 about in the glow of twinkling fireworks, intimate lamplight, and
 alcohol. Boz claims to take no interest in a daylight exploration
 of the fantastic territory he enjoyed while the place was cloaked
 in darkness and the reality that undergirded every amusement
 was artfully concealed.

 When finally lured into the gardens in the glaring light of day,
 however, Boz finds his fantasies dashed by the shabby appearance
 of the props that used to please him by lamplight. "We walked
 about," he writes, "and met with disappointment at every turn;
 our favorite views were mere patches of paint; the fountain that
 had sparkled so showily by lamp-light, presented very much the
 appearance of a water-pipe that had burst; all the ornaments
 were dingy, and all the walks gloomy."27 The sketch magnifies
 the disenchantment Boz describes in "Astley's" and "Private
 Theatres" upon his realization that the illusions he had earlier
 enjoyed were revealed to be mere constructions. But unlike those
 earlier sketches, this one offers a salve for cruel disappointment.
 The compensation now comes in the form of a balloon ascent
 that is no longer metaphoric. Boz explains that after seeing the
 unvarnished reality of the gardens, "we retraced our steps to the
 firework-ground, and mingled with the little crowd of people who
 were contemplating Mr. Green."28 The flight of Green's hot-air bal-
 loon, exuberantly described in the following passage, becomes a
 new source of delight for both Boz and the hungry crowd: "[A]nd
 then the balloons went up, and the aerial travellers stood up, and
 the crowd outside roared with delight . . . The gardens disgorged
 their multitudes, boys ran up and down screaming 'balloon!'
 and in all the crowded thoroughfares people rushed out of their
 shops into the middle of the road, and having stared up in the air
 at two little black objects till they almost dislocated their necks,
 walked slowly in again, perfectly satisfied."29 The subject of the
 passage is no longer Boz himself, or even a journalistic "we"; it
 is now the "crowded thoroughfares of people," the "multitudes"
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 808 Sketches by Boz

 that have suddenly become the subject of these sentences. Boz
 has shifted his focus from himself and his bleak experience of
 Vauxhall gardens by day to the reactions of those spectators who
 crane their necks to the point of dislocation in order to savor the
 spectacle of flight. The sketch thus celebrates the balloon ascent
 as an alternative to the disillusionment the onlookers experience
 in the bald facts, a phenomenon that dazzles and delights and
 leaves the curious spectators "perfectly satisfied."
 When read in light of the 1836 preface, which figures the

 Sketches as a pilot balloon, this scene succinctly concludes Dick-
 ens's first major work (chronologically, at least) by embodying his
 greatest wish: that his work might turn out to be a machine that
 holds together, that does, indeed, "go off well," leaving his readers
 "perfectly satisfied." Successive editions of the book, beginning
 with the 1839 edition, would feature a title-page image by George
 Cruikshank of a balloon rising into the air, with two passengers,
 Dickens and Cruikshank, waving flags to a crowd of revelers
 cheering below, and in the background of this scene appear the
 words "Sketches by Boz" (Figure I).30 The return to the metaphor
 of the rising balloon suggests that Dickens began to believe that
 his book could captivate readers and satisfy (what he imagined
 to be) their desire for well-designed, progressive narratives that
 moved forward with purpose rather than unpredictably skipping
 about, floating motionless in one place, or completely falling apart.
 That belief grew out of his extensive revision and reorganization
 of the book for republication.
 After Macrone sold the rights to Sketches in 1837 to Dickens's

 new and preferred publishers, Chapman and Hall, the author
 formed an ever-greater resolution to impose a narrative structure
 on writing that was fundamentally resistant to it.31 Having learned
 about narrative during the serial publication of Pickwick and
 remaining uncomfortable with the formal disjunctions erupting
 within Sketches by Boz, Dickens decided to revise, reorganize,
 and restructure the sketches for reissue in serial form. During
 the process of revision, he reorganized and divided the majority
 of the short pieces into three categories: "Scenes," "Characters,"
 and "Tales."32 As J. Hillis Miller has argued, these three major
 sections represent the progression through the "metonymic chain
 of substitutions" that novels follow, moving from things to people
 to narratives.33 Dickens's imposition of this structure on the
 narrative-resistant sketches is an exercise in disentangling the
 formal hybridity of the book, an attempt to sort them according
 to their formal properties. The most disjointed and plotless of the
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 Figure 1. George Cruikshank, Sketches by Boz title illustration (1836).
 This item is reproduced by permission of The Huntington Library, San
 Marino, California.

 sketches were corralled into the "Scenes" section. By grouping
 these sketches into a single domain, Dickens could create the
 illusion of an immanent design, formal coherence, and narrative
 progression. He had, by this time, developed the belief that care-
 fully designed plots and forward progression were integral to the
 artistic legitimacy of his fiction. Forever displacing the figure of
 Boz, these features were to become the fundamental markers of

 his later writings.
 Despite Dickens's intentions, however, his consolidation of

 the "Scenes" hardly erased the disruptive effects of the hybridity
 of Sketches by Boz as a whole; rather, it condensed and magni-
 fied those effects. In the earliest editions of the book, and in the

 "Scenes" section of later editions, a new kind of realism emerged.
 Resisting linear narrative, these sketches produced a mode of
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 810 Sketches by Boz

 realism in the clash in between image and text, and from the
 opposition between the working-class brawls of Seven Dials and
 the leisure activities of middle-class pleasure seekers at Vauxhall
 Gardens. This new mode placed unrelated events and images
 alongside one another to reveal what was ordinarily invisible to
 the human eye. The montage Dickens accidentally produced in
 Sketches by Boz seemed patently realistic to many contemporary
 reviewers, particularly to Forster who claimed that within the
 book, 'Things are painted literally as they are."34 Nonetheless,
 Dickens never produced another hybrid like it, at least not one that
 masqueraded as a single volume written by a single author.

 NOTES

 1 Virgil Grillo distinguishes between "sketches" and "short stories," claim-
 ing that the non-narrative sketches are far more complex than the tale-telling
 short stories. He uses the composition and publication history to show that
 the stories represent Charles Dickens's earliest works, and the sketches were
 a more progressive, experimental form that succeeded his earliest stories.
 See Virgil Grillo, Charles Dickens9 "Sketches by Boz": End in the Beginning
 (Boulder: Colorado Associated Univ. Press, 1974), p. 14. See also Amapal
 Garcha, "Styles of Stillness and Motion: Market Culture and Narrative Form
 in Sketches by Boz" Dickens Studies Annual 30 (2001): 1-22.

 2 For a brief discussion of Washington Irving's Sketch-Book of Geoffrey
 Crayon as possible inspiration for Dickens, see Alison Byerly, "Effortless Art:
 The Sketch in Nineteenth- Century Painting and Literature," Criticism 41,3
 (Summer 1999): 349-64, 353-4.

 3 Advertisement dated 15 May 1839, included in the 1839 single-volume
 edition of Sketches. See Dickens, Sketches by Boz: Illustrative ofEvery-Day
 Life and Every-Day People (1839) (New York: Penguin, 1995), p. 3. Subsequent
 paginated references to Sketches by Boz are from this edition.

 4 The first sketch (one of the "tales") , "A Dinner at Poplar Walk," appeared
 in the Monthly Magazine in December 1833, and the final sketch, "Vauxhall-
 gardens by Day," appeared in the Morning Chronicle in October 1836. Three
 sketches, "A Visit to Newgate," "The Black Veil," and "The Drunkard's Death,"
 are the only ones that did not appear previously in newspapers or maga-
 zines. The collected sketches were published in book form as two series by
 John Macrone in 1836, the first series in two volumes and the second in one
 volume. "A Visit to Newgate," and "The Black Veil," both appear in the first
 series: Sketches by Boz; Illustrative of Every-Day Life and Every-Day People
 (London: Macrone, 1836). "The Drunkard's Death" appears in Sketches by
 Boz; Illustrative of Every-Day Life and Every-Day People: The Second Series
 (London: Macrone, 1837). See Appendix A in Dickens, pp. 567-73. Also see
 Robert L. Patten, Charles Dickens and His Publishers (New York: Oxford Univ.
 Press, 1978), pp. 35-6.

 5 Paul Schlicke, "'Risen Like a Rocket': The Impact of Sketches by Boz,
 DQu 22, 1 (Spring 2005): 3-18, 5.
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 6 A review of Sketches, Pickwick, and Oliver Twist, attributed to G. H.

 Lewes, appeared in the National Magazine and Monthly Critic 1 (December
 1837): 445-9. The review is reprinted and the attribution asserted in Philip
 Collins, Dickens: The Critical Heritage (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1971),
 p. 64.

 7 John Forster, The Life of Charles Dickens, ed. J. W. T. Ley (London:
 Doubleday, 1928), p. 76.

 8 In his insightful analysis of The Pickwick Papers, Jonathan Grossman
 has argued that "the trial marks the transition of Dickens's work from 'frag-
 mentary' narrative sketches into the form of the Victorian novel." He goes on
 to examine the relationship between the law courts and the novel, which he
 sees as "two historically interdependent storytelling forums." See Grossman,
 "Representing Pickwick: The Novel and the Law Courts," NCF 52, 2 (Autumn
 1997): 171-97, 172.

 9 This preface appeared in the 1836 first series, reprinted in Dickens,
 p. 7.

 10 On Tuesday 18 October 1836, the Morning Chronicle featured a short
 article entitled "Vauxhall- The Last Balloon Ascent of the Season," which re-
 fers to the balloon as an "immense machine." The index to the London Times

 registers a dramatic rise in the number of articles published on balloon flights
 during the 1830s, particularly during 1836, when Sketches by Boz first began
 to be published. Charles Green and Monck Mason ascended from Vauxhall
 Gardens on 7 November 1836 in the Royal- Vauxhall balloon- later called
 the Nassau. The flight of this balloon was remarkable because it continued
 for two days, carrying the passengers from London to Weilburg, Germany.
 The Times featured an article describing this and other flights each day for
 a solid week, and it even printed a letter written by the aerial travelers and
 tossed down from the balloon. See, for example, The Times, 8 October 1836,
 18 October 1836, and 21 October 1836. The Morning Chronicle also followed
 the ascent and voyage of the Vauxhall Balloon, providing daily reports about
 its projected course and the well-being of the passengers from 9 November
 1836 to 15 November 1836.

 11 For a discussion of balloon narratives from the period, which speak to
 the risks involved in early flight, see Elaine Freedgood's essay, "Groundless
 Optimism," in Victorian Writing about Risk: Imagining a Safe England in a
 Dangerous World (New York: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2000), pp. 74-98.

 12 Preface to the first series of Sketches, 1836, rprt. in Dickens, p. 7. In
 this preface, Dickens is careful to point out that he is not as frightened of
 embarking on the journey as he would otherwise be if George Cruikshank,
 his illustrator, were not making the trip with him. Though I do not discuss it
 here, Dickens suggests that having the support of the illustrations mitigates
 his own anxieties about the hybridity of the Sketches.

 13 Atlas, 21 February 1836, rprt. in Walter Dexter, 'The Reception of
 Dickens's First Book," Dickensian 32, 237 (December 1935): 43-50, 47.

 14 Preface to the 1850 Cheap Edition of Sketches by Boz; Illustrative of
 Every-Day Life and Every-Day People (London: Chapman and Hall, 1850),
 rprt. in Dickens, p. 1 1.

 15 Peter K. Garrett, The Victorian Multiplot Novel: Studies in Dialogical
 Form (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1980), p. 2.

 16 Dickens, p. 151.
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 17 Ibid.
 18 Ibid.

 19 Dickens, p. 152.
 20 Ibid.

 21 Dickens, p. 133.
 22 Dickens, p. 134.
 23 Dickens, pp. 134-5.
 24 Dickens, p. 135.
 25 "Vauxhall-gardens by Day" was collected for the first time as part

 of the second series of Sketches on 17 December 1836 (Patten, p. 35). See
 Dickens, p. 569.

 26 Dickens, p. 153.
 27 Dickens, p. 156.
 28 Dickens, p. 157.
 29 Dickens, pp. 158-9.
 30Cruikshank originally created the image of the rising balloon as a

 title page image for the second series of the Macrone edition (17 December
 1836).

 31 In 1837, Macrone sold the rights to Sketches by Boz to Chapman and
 Hall, for £2,250, an amount that proves just how popular the book had be-
 come. Just six months earlier, Macrone paid Dickens £100 for the original
 copyright of the Sketches (Schlicke, p. 5). For a fuller account of the publish-
 ing history, see Patten, and Grillo.

 32 Dickens included a fourth category, "Seven Sketches from Our Parish,"
 that now appears before the other three. For a discussion of how Dickens
 worked to revise and reorganize the Sketches, see John Butt and Kathleen
 Tillotson, Dickens at Work (London: Methuen, 1957), pp. 35-61.

 33 J. Hillis Miller, The Fiction of Realism: Sketches by Boz, Oliver Twist,
 and Cruikshank's Illustrations," in Victorian Subjects (Durham NC: Duke
 Univ. Press, 1991), pp. 119-78, 131.

 34 Forster, p. 76. See Dexter for a series of reviews that proclaim the
 verisimilitude of Boz's account of "every-day life" in London.
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